M788

Made to last, built to perform

Bandag M788
Trailer Winter
Highly durable for excellent
mileage.
Superb stability in the
snow for better performance and
complete safety.

Outstanding handling
performance for even the most
snowy conditions.

Premium retread winter solutions
by Bandag
You’ve checked everything in your truck,
from the mechanics to the electrics. But did
you remember your trailer? You want to be
confident the enormous weight behind will
stay on the road when you’re moving, and
stop quickly and efficiently when you hit the
brakes. With the M788 tread from Bandag,
you’ll have nothing to worry about, not even
in snowy conditions. The advanced tread
pattern makes driving safer, easier and more
efficient when winter sets in.
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Plus, the Bandag M788 is made from highly
durable compounds that add to the lifespan
of your trailer tyres, ensuring you get the
maximum mileage possible. It keeps you
on the move no matter what season it may be.
Featuring Bridgestone technologies
The Bandag M788 tread is based on the
well-known Bridgestone M788 winter tyre,
incorporating similar technologies:
- Dual Sipes improve wet/winter
performance as well as reducing stone
retention, ensuring good handling and long
casing life.
- The Variable Depth Sipes allow for higher
density in the tread. In the wet, your tyres
perform better, with better braking power.

Tyre size*
385/65R22.5
385/55R22.5
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*Contact your Bandag dealer for
other sizes.

The final result? A trailer tread designed
to provide superior performance and
excellent mileage throughout the winter.
The Bandag M788 is
the perfect tread to extend
the life of the Bridgestone
M788 new tyre.

Total Tyre Life is built around
Bridgestone’s premium new tyres
and Bandag retreads, the best
match to extend tyre life and
reduce cost per km.
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